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ABSTRACT

A method (CRAW) is presented that 1) automatically screens for candidate genes connected to disease and development, 2) discovers previously hidden levels of information concerning differential expression of alternate gene forms (for example, regulated alternative splicing), and 3) corrects for artifacts (such as chimerism) in EST and “full-length” databases. CRAW is rapid and can process millions of EST sequences in a short amount of time. CRAW extends, corrects, and enhances the information obtained from sequence clusters through rigorous sequence assembly and through partitioning sequence clusters into sub-clusters based upon alternate exon usage, alternative gene termination, and novel domains.

It is proven that the organization imposed by effective assembly and partitioning can greatly increase the sensitivity/specificity of gene expression studies by accounting for the existence and tissue or pathology specific expression of gene isoforms and polymorphisms. Also, it is shown that this method can ameliorate the damage that artifacts, such as chimerism, inflict on EST cluster integrity.

To demonstrate CRAW effectiveness in modeling alternative splicing events, a broad-band study on regulated gene splicing in libraries associated with various stages of tumor development and different forms of cancer is performed.
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